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Abstract

Due to the strong potential of edge computing, service

providers are aware of its excellent market opportunity.

In this paper, we examine new pricing plans for edge-

computing services that jointly consider communication

and computing costs in mobile devices and edge servers.

In our proposed model, users can freely choose to use: 1)

a pay-as-you-go payment for communication and com-

puting costs, 2) an upfront data plan for unlimited com-

munication volume, 3) an upfront computing plan for

unlimited computing workload, or 4) a combo plan for

unlimited communication volume and computing work-

load. Based on this, we design a smart plan-purchasing

scheme, namely smart online reservation (SOR) scheme

for users and prove it achieves the best possible com-

petitive ratio among all possible online deterministic

schemes. With SOR adopted by users, we develop pric-

ing plan guidelines for service providers to achieve prof-

itability by motivating users to purchase the combo plan.

We provide trace-driven simulations to verify the advan-

tage of SOR and identify how different prices influence

user behavior.

1 Introduction

Edge computing is a promising solution to accommo-

date the explosive growth in communications and com-

puting demand by mobile devices and the Internet of

Things [8]. Equipped with ubiquitously available wire-

less access points and computing nodes (e.g., Virtual Ma-

chine and containers), mobile data can be efficiently and

promptly processed at the network edge instead of be-

ing processed at a remote and possibly congested central

data center.

Studies show that edge computing represents an over

$80B market by 2021 [7]. Edge-computing service

providers (ESPs) are keenly aware of this lucrative mar-

ket opportunity. In 2018, AT&T is going to launch an

edge-computing test zone in Silicon Valley [3]. One im-

portant issue to be addressed by ESPs is how to develop

attractive and cost-effective pricing plans for their cus-

tomers. Obviously, the conventional approach of charg-

ing by transmitted data volume is no longer valid since

the cost of data processing largely depends on its com-

puting workload rather than data volume.

Similar to mobile plans in their childhood (early 3G

era), where data usage and voice calls were charged sepa-

rately [5], we envision that customers will be charged for

their communication volume and computing workload

separately in the early stages of edge computing. How-

ever, as edge-computing services reach maturity, combo

plans that jointly charge for data transmission and data

processing services will emerge. Empirical analysis of

customer behavior for tiered mobile data plans was con-

ducted in [12] without considering computing plans. In

[9], an incentive-compatible auction mechanism was de-

signed for real-time resource allocation in mobile edge

computing without considering future requests. A key

question we will address is: How to design the price of
edge-computing combo plans to attract users while guar-
anteeing the profit of ESPs without knowing users behav-
ior?

In this paper, we investigate the transition of the edge-

computing service pricing design from the early stage to

the mature stage. We consider that users are allowed

to pay for their communication volume and computing

workload in a pay-as-you-go (PAYG) fashion, or they

can prepay upfront reservation fees of C1 for a data plan

with unlimited communication volume and C2 for a com-

puting plan with unlimited computing workload for a

period of time. They can also choose the combo plan,

which has an upfront reservation fee of C3 offering both

unlimited communication volume and computing work-

load for a period of time.

Based on the above plans, we propose the smart

online reservation (SOR) scheme for the users with-

out any future knowledge of task arrivals to minimize



overall expense. We prove that the proposed SOR

scheme achieves the competitive ratio of 1 + C1+C2
C3

,

which is the best possible competitive ratio among

all possible online deterministic schemes. According

to our analysis for the SOR Scheme, we identify a

key pricing design guideline for ESP: by setting C3 <

min
(√

C1(C1 +C2),
√

C2(C1 +C2)
)

, users will select

the combo plan over individual data and computing

plans. Furthermore, we provide trace-driven simulations

to verify the advantage of SOR over other benchmark

schemes in terms of cost minimization and show how the

prices of different plans influence user behavior. Due to

the space limitation, the proof of the competitive ratio is

in our technical report [13].

2 Problem Formulation

We consider the scenario where different edge-

computing tasks labeled by i= 1,2,3, . . . , arrive from the

user device and are served by the ESP. Task i is charac-

terized by a 3-tuple (ai,bi, ti), where ai is the commu-

nication volume to serve the task, bi is the computing

workload to serve the task, and ti is the arrival time in-

stance of the task. Without loss of generality, we assume

t1 < t2 < .. .. We assume that the user does not have the
knowledge of the future. In other words, the user only

knows (ai,bi, ti) at ti, i.e., when the ith task arrives.

2.1 PAYG and Plan Pricing

The user is charged for his/her usage of the edge-

computing service (data transmission and computing re-

source usage). Two payment pricing approaches are

available: pay-as-you-go (PAYG) and all-you-can-use

plans. PAYG lets users pay for the communication vol-

ume and computing workload without long-term com-

mitments. A cost of p1 (resp. p2) is incurred for a

unit communication volume (resp. computing work-

load). Here we focus on fine-grained pricing as it is

widely advocated in practice (e.g., [14] and [2]). Be-

sides, non fine-grained PAYG pricing is also available in

real markets (e.g., [15] and [2]). That is, K dollars per

M mega bytes is charged. If less than M mega bytes are

used, K dollars are still fully charged. In our subsequent

analysis, we found that the non fine-grained pricing does

not affect our analysis much. Therefore, we only focus

on fine-grained pricing.

For all-you-can-use plans, we consider three types:

Data plan: An upfront fee C1 is paid at t; all commu-

nication volume in [t, t +T ) will be free of charge.

Computing plan: An upfront fee C2 is paid at t; all

computing workload in [t, t +T ) will be free of charge.

Combo plan: An upfront fee C3 is paid at t; all com-

munication volume and computing workload in [t, t +T )
will be free of charge.

For each plan, T is defined as reservation period 1 and

we assume C3 ≤ C1 +C2 and C3 ≥ max(C1,C2). Other-

wise, it is straightforward to show that the combo plan is

always better or worse than reserving data and comput-

ing plans individually.

2.2 Plan Reservation Problem Formula-
tion and Analysis

Upon the arrival of tasks, the user should determine

whether to reserve a plan or pay for the task in a PAYG

fashion. Purchasing a plan will involve a high reserva-

tion cost, but it may save money if there are many tasks

in the upcoming period of T . However, the user does not

have any knowledge about the future tasks: he/she has to

employ an online reservation policy, which only depends

on the historical and current information to determine

how to reserve the plans.

Let S = {(a1,b1, t1),(a2,b2, t2), . . . ,(aN ,bN , tN)} de-

note all tasks. Given S, the offline minimization prob-

lem is to determine the optimal offline strategy, which

tells when to purchase each of the plans to minimize the

overall expense. A special case of the offline reserva-

tion problem (all tasks only have communication vol-

ume but zero computing workload) is equivalent to the

offline ski-rental problem [10, 16] that is known to be

NP-complete. Therefore, the offline minimization prob-

lem is NP-complete. However, an online solution to our

plan reservation problem is substantially more compli-

cated compared with online ski-rental problem. This is

because the user has an extra combo plan option which

covers both the communication volume and computing

workload. When purchasing the combo plan, the user

needs to compare it with individual plans with unknown

future information.

To quantify the performance of an online strategy, we

adopt the conventional competitive analysis [4]. An on-

line reservation algorithm A is c-competitive (c is a con-

stant) if for all possible S, we have

CA(S)≤ c ·COPT (S), (1)

where CA(S) is the outcome of algorithm A and COPT (S)
is obtained by solving the problem optimally offline.

3 Problem Solution: SOR Scheme

In this section, we present our SOR scheme for users to

choose the most suitable pricing plans to minimize the

1The plan reservation period T is an arbitrary value and determines

the frequency of a user to change plans.



cost. SOR employs different algorithms under different

C1, C2, and C3 values and achieves a minimum possible

competitive ratio. We further discuss how ESPs should

design the prices so that the combo plans are more attrac-

tive compared with individual plans.

Case 1. Inexpensive Combo Plan: Let
√

C1(C1 +C2)
denote the geometric average between the data plan

fee and the sum of data and computing plan fees,

while
√

C2(C1 +C2) denotes the geometric average be-

tween the computing plan fee and the sum of data and

computing plan fees. In Case 1, we consider C3 ≤
min

(√
C1(C1 +C2),

√
C2(C1 +C2)

)
, which means the

combo plan fee is less than both geometric averages. In

this case, Algorithm 1 is employed: It only purchases

combo plans whenever there are opportunities.

The algorithm starts whenever there is a new task ar-

rival (Line 1). If there is no on-going plan to cover the

task, the algorithm decides whether the task is satisfied

by PAYG, or a new plan is purchased to cover this task

(as well as potential tasks). In order to make such a de-

cision, we formally define the typical data and commu-

nication costs as follows. At time t, let E1, E2, and E3

denote the expiration time instant of last data, computing

and combo plans respectively. The typical data cost is the

sum of PAYG data costs during (max(t − T,E1,E3), t].
The typical computing cost is the sum of PAYG data

costs during (max(t − T,E2,E3), t]. If x and y (typical

cost) satisfies the conditions in Line 4, a combo plan is

reserved to cover the current arrival as well as all other

task arrivals in the following period of T . Otherwise, the

new task is satisfied by a PAYG payment.

Algorithm 1 SOR Case 1: Inexpensive Combo Plan

1: Proceed if there is a new task.

2: if there is no on-going combo plan then
3: Calculate x and y as the typical data cost and

computing cost.

4: if x+ y ≥C3 or y ≥C2 or x ≥C1 then
5: Reserve a combo plan.

6: else
7: Satisfy the task by PAYG.

8: end if
9: end if

10: Repeat from step 1.

Case 2. Expensive Combo Plan: We consider that

the combo plan fee is greater than both of the geometric

averages, C3 > max
(√

C1(C1 +C2),
√

C2(C1 +C2)
)

in

case 2. Here, we propose Algorithm 2 preferring to buy

the computing and data plans separately for the purpose

of flexibility. The key difference between Algorithm

1 and Algorithm 2 is that there are exclusive and non-

exclusive data and computing plans. Once an exclusive

data/computing plan is on going, the user can no longer

reserve a combo plan. A non-exclusive data/computing

plan does not enforce this prohibition.

In Algorithm 2, if x≥C1 (Line 11) or y≥C2 (Line 13),

the user should reserve an exclusive data plan or exclu-

sive computing plan. When y ≥C3 −C1 (Line 6) and the

exclusive data plan is still valid, the user should reserve

a non-exclusive computing plan. If x ≥ C3 −C1 and the

exclusive computing plan is still valid, the user should

reserve a non-exclusive data plan. If we have x+y ≥C3,

x ≤C1 and y ≤C2, then a combo plan is estimated to be

beneficial. Otherwise, the task should be satisfied by a

PAYG payment.

Algorithm 2 SOR Case 2: Expensive Combo Plan

1: Proceed if there is a new task.

2: if there is no plan fully covering the task then
3: Calculate x and y as the typical data and comput-

ing costs.

4: if there is an on-going exclusive computing plan

and x ≥C3 −C2 then
5: Reserve a non-exclusive data plan.

6: else if there is an on-going exclusive data plan

and y ≥C3 −C1 then
7: Reserve a non-exclusive computing plan.

8: else
9: if x+ y ≥C3 and x ≤C1 and y ≤C2 then

10: Reserve a combo plan.

11: else if x ≥C1 then
12: Reserve an exclusive data plan.

13: else if y ≥C2 then
14: Reserve an exclusive computing plan.

15: else
16: Satisfy the task by PAYG.

17: end if
18: end if
19: end if
20: Repeat from step 1.

Case 3. Moderate Combo Plan Price: In Case

3, we consider that the combo plan fee is moder-

ate and in the middle between the geometric averages,√
C1(C1 +C2)<C3 ≤

√
C2(C1 +C2).

In Algorithm 3, when x ≥ C1, it has the same strat-

egy as Algorithm 2. Since the cost of computing plan is

greater than the cost of data plan, it is beneficial for the

user to buy a combo plan when y ≥ C2 (Line 7). If we

have x+y ≥C3, x ≤C1 and y ≤C2, then the combo plan

is estimated to be beneficial. Otherwise, the new task

should be satisfied by a PAYG payment.

Please note that the case
√

C2(C1 +C2) < C3 ≤√
C1(C1 +C2) is symmetric to Case 3. A separate Al-

gorithm 4 to handle this case is omitted here due to the



Algorithm 3 SOR Scheme: Moderate Combo Plan

1: Proceed if there is a new task

2: if there is no plan fully covering the task then
3: Calculate x and y as the typical data and comput-

ing costs

4: if there is an on-going exclusive data plan and
y ≥C3 −C1 then

5: Reserve a non-exclusive computing plan.

6: else
7: if (x+ y ≥C3 and x ≤C1) or y ≥C2 then
8: Reserve a combo plan.

9: else if x ≥C1 then
10: Reserve an exclusive data plan.

11: else
12: Satisfy the task by PAYG.

13: end if
14: end if
15: end if
16: Repeat from step 1.

space limitation.

In the following theorems, we analyze the perfor-

mance of SOR scheme and highlight that it achieves the

minimum possible competitive ratio. Due to the space

limitation, the proofs of the following theorems are omit-

ted here and provided in our technical report [13].

Theorem 1 The competitive ratio of SOR scheme with
fine-grained PAYG charging is 1+ C1+C2

C3
.

Theorem 2 The competitive ratio of SOR scheme is min-
imum among all deterministic online algorithms.

If the pricing for PAYG cost is non fine-grained (K1

dollars per M units of communication volume and K2

dollars per N units of computing workload), the compet-

itive ratio will be 1+ C1+C2+K1+K2
C3

. K1 and K2 are most

likely small compared to C3 (After all, C3 is the upfront

fee for a combo plan which covers unlimited usage).

Given that the SOR scheme achieves the minimum

competitive ratio, in the following discussion we assume

that all rational users will adopt the SOR scheme when

they reserve their edge-computing service plan to avoid

overcharge. As such, we can highlight the following

important design guideline for the combo plan pricing:

The user will stick to the combo plan by adopting Al-

gorithm 1 in Case 1 where C3 is relatively inexpensive,

C3 < min
(√

C1(C1 +C2),
√

C2(C1 +C2)
)

. This is the

critical price point as the combo plan is more attractive

compared with individual plans. When the price of the

combo plan is moderate, the user starts choosing the in-

dividual computing and data plans according to Algo-

rithms 3. When the price of combo plan is expensive,

according to Algorithm 2, the user will choose individ-

ual plans in most cases due to its flexibility.

4 Evaluation

In our simulation, we apply our SOR scheme to an edge-

computing scenario based on the publicly open mobile

record trace of an actual user at the Czech Technical Uni-

versity [6]. The trace shows the time instances when the

user uses the mobile phone to implement different appli-

cations. For our edge-computing scenario, each appli-

cation is associated with typical communication volume

and computing workload, as shown in Table 1 [11]. As

a result, the arrival time instance, communication work-

load, and computing workload are employed as the input

data to generate different traces representing behaviors

of different users.

The computing prices are inferred from Amazon EC2

t2.xlarge instance. PAYG rate is set to p2 = $0.0464 per

vCPU·hour2 and plan fee is set to C2 =$18 for a week 3.

The communication prices are inferred from AT&T with

PAYG rate p1 = $0.01 per MB. We consider two data

plan prices C1 = $15 and C1 = $21 for a week (different

QoS levels in data transmission are considered).

Table 1: Description of Mobile Edge Computing Tasks

Tasks MB vCPU · hour Probability of Arrivals

Browsing 1 0 20%

Video Streaming 16 0 20%

Machine Learning 10 0.2185 20%

Virtual Reality 20 1.1360 20%

Scientific Programming 0.2 3.4486 20%

We evaluate the performance of our proposed SOR

scheme by comparing it with four benchmark strategies.

PAYG Only (P): All tasks are satisfied by PAYG.

Combo Only (C): A combo plan is purchased when a

new task arrives and previous combo plan expires.

Individual Plan (I): A communication (resp. comput-

ing) plan is purchased when new communication volume

(resp. computing workload) arrives and previous plan

expires.

Offline (O): The user knows all task arrivals in ad-

vance. Whenever a task arrives, the user decides to pur-

chase a plan to make sure that the sum of further PAYG

cost it will cover is greater than the plan fee.

In Figs. 1a and 1b, we show the overall expenses of our

proposed SOR scheme and the four benchmark schemes.

In Figs. 1c and 1d, we compare the number of tasks cov-

ered by PAYG and plans under different schemes. In all

2vCPU·hour is defined as the computing workload that uses a vir-

tual CPU (a hyper-thread of an Intel Xeon processor with up to 3.3GHz

clock speed) for an hour [1].
3Since the trace only spans for three months, we scale to period to

1 week.
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Figure 1: Performance evaluation and analysis of SOR Scheme.

of the four figures, we set T = 7 days. In Figs. 1a and 1c,

we set (C1,C2) = ($15,$18) while C3 is set to $22 (inex-

pensive), $24 (moderate), and $30 (expensive) in Cases

1.1, 1,2, and 1.3 respectively. In Figs. 1b and 1d, we

set (C1,C2) = ($21,$18) while C3 is set to $26, $28, and

$30 in Cases 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. The labels P, C, I, O, and

S indicate the PAYG only, Combo Only, Individual Plan,

Offline, and SOR schemes respectively.

It can be noted form Figs. 1a and 1b that our proposed

SOR achieves the lowest total expenses compared to all

online benchmark schemes in overall expenses, illustrat-

ing that SOR is a smart scheme for users without future

information. Moreover, the cost of our SOR is very close

to that of the offline scheme especially when C3 is high,

even though the offline scheme has the information of all

task arrivals in advance.

From Figs. 1c and 1d, we see that for the inexpen-

sive combo plan price, our SOR and the offline bench-

mark scheme purchases fewer individual computing and

data plans, which matches the implementation of Algo-

rithm 1. In case 2.2, even individual data and computing

plans are allowed, combo plan still dominates the user’s

choice. When C3 is expensive, SOR purchases individual

data and computing plans to replace most combo plans.

The results recommend that ESPs should set C3 in the in-

expensive range to make the combo plan more attractive

to users.

In Figs. 1e and 1f, we show the overall expenses of our

SOR and four benchmark schemes with various reserva-

tion periods T of 7, 14, 30 and 60 days. The price of all

the plans are set proportional to the length of T . It can

be noted from Figs. 1e and 1f that our SOR is better than

any online benchmark schemes in most situations. As T
increases, the expenses of SOR increase but more slowly

compared with other online schemes. This is because the

plan purchasing is less flexible and the user is more likely

to be in a long-term plan even if there is no task. This re-

sult suggests that if ESP sets large reservation period T ,

it will push users to use PAYG.

5 Conclusion

This paper studied the mobile edge-computing service

pricing design from perspectives of users and ESP. A

smart online reservation(SOR) scheme was proposed for

the user and was proved to achieve the best possible

competitive ratio (1+C1+C2
C3

) among all online determin-

istic schemes. Important plan pricing design guidelines

were provided for the ESP. Trace-driven simulation re-

sults verified the cost advantage of SOR scheme and

identify how different prices influence user behavior.
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